
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Punta Prima, Alicante

Panorama Mar: Sea front apartments for sale on the Punta Prima Beach, Torrevieja (Alicante), Costa Blanca. Only 1
hour from Alicante Airport.

Phase III for sale now

Panorama Mar is a new sea front apartment development in Punta Prima, Torrevieja, with spectacular views over the
sea and the beach.

The residential complex offers 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with 2 bathrooms. All apartments in the first phase are
south facing and have good sized terraces and magnificent views over the Mediterranean Sea. 

The apartments have been designed for comfort and convenience, with excellent qualities and a layout that allows
maximum enjoyment of the communal areas of the complex.

All units are delivered with an underground parking space and storeroom.

Sales direct from the developer.

Panorama Mar, is a private gated community with closed circuit surveillance.

The complex stands out for its ample landscaped areas and complete installations, from which you will be able to
enjoy the sun and the sea views; the communal areas boast 3 swimming pools, with one being an infinity pool and a
hydro massage pool. The children will be able to play their own paddling pool and playground. The complex also has
direct access to the promenade.

Punta Prima is only 5 km from Torrevieja and is distinguished by its good communication and health infrastructures,
proximity to the Alicante airport and the amount of services available all year round.

Only 10 km away we can find the Villamartín, Campoamor, Las Ramblas, Las Colinas and Lo Romero 18-hole golf
courses, as well as the La Zenia and Habaneras commercial centres.

Available:

Phase 1: All sold !

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   73m² Build size
  Swimming Pool

279,000€

 Property marketed by Medalmar Servicios Inmobiliarios S.L.
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